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Abstract

In discriminative training methods, the objective function is de-
signed to improve the performance of automatic speech recog-
nition with reference to correct labels using a single system.
On the other hand, system combination methods, which out-
put refined hypotheses by a majority voting scheme, need to
build multiple systems that generate complementary hypothe-
ses. This paper aims to unify the both requirements within a
discriminative training framework based on the mutual infor-
mation criterion. That is, we construct complementary models
by optimizing the proposed objective function, which yields to
minimize the mutual information with base systems’ hypothe-
ses, while maximize that with correct labels, at the same time.
We also analyze that this scheme corresponds to weight the
training data of a complementary system by considering cor-
rect and error tendencies in the base systems, which has close
relationship with boosting methods. In addition, the proposed
method can practically construct complementary systems by
simply extending a lattice-based parameter update algorithm in
discriminative training, and can adjust the degree of how much
the complementary system outputs are different from base sys-
tem ones. The experiments on highly noisy speech recognition
(‘The 2nd CHiME challenge’) show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method, compared with a conventional system combina-
tion approach.
Index Terms: discriminative training, margin training, boost-
ing, system combination, MMI

1. Introduction
Over the past decade, the performance of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) [1] has been greatly improved, owing sig-
nificantly to discriminative training methods for acoustic mod-
els [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] migrated from Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimation. These approaches improve the performance
with reference to correct labels using a single system.

On the other hand, approaches based on combinations
of systems (e.g., Recognizer Output Voting Error Reduction
(ROVER) [9] and [10, 11]) can obtain refined hypotheses by
majority voting of the hypotheses of the base and complemen-
tary systems, resulting in higher performance than the base sys-
tem alone, even if the performance of complementary systems
is lower than that of the base system. Because effective system
combination relies on a combination of hypotheses with differ-
ent trends [12], generally, different features or training meth-
ods are used to construct complementary systems with different
output trends [13, 14, 15, 16]. For example, the random forest
approach [13] is a simple realization of constructing comple-
mentary systems which builds multiple shared tri-phone trees
by randomly changing the topologies of existing trees.

However, system combinations do not necessarily improve
the performance when the hypotheses of complementary sys-
tems have similar trends or yield too many errors. To address
this problem, conventional approaches prepare a number of sys-
tems and obtain the optimal system combination by selecting a
few systems from among them, based on the performance of a
development set. These trial and error approaches may select
a combination overly tuned to a specific task that lacks robust-
ness with respect to new data. Therefore, it is desirable that
appropriate complementary systems be constructed with some
theoretical (training) criteria. For example, the use of a confu-
sion network for constructing complementary systems [14] is a
promising direction that utilizes the minimum Bayes risk crite-
rion, although its relationship to training criteria (e.g., discrim-
inative training) is somewhat unclear.

In machine learning, ‘boosting’ has been widely studied for
theoretical support of system combinations. The most popular
approach (AdaBoost [17, 18]) combines many ‘weak’ classi-
fiers that perform slightly higher than random classifiers, and
provides performance improvements. This learning algorithm
aims to minimize exponential errors [19] and allows successive
classifiers to have a different hypothesis trends from previous
classifiers by assigning greater weight to training data which is
misclassified by classifiers in previous iterations. AdaBoost is
effective in simple classification problems (e.g., binary classifi-
cation), but cannot be applied in a simple manner to ASR prob-
lems, which are complex sequential classification problems.

There have been several attempts to apply boosting to ASR
problems [15, 16]. For example, the boosting Baum-Welch al-
gorithm [15] is a frame-wise boosting in the Baun-Welch al-
gorithm, which leads to intensive training of the statistics that
have a low likelihood at Baum-Welch algorithm iterations. The
aim of this method is to refine models by considering the output
trend of the base system in Baum-Welch algorithm iterations,
but it is not used for constructing complementary systems.

Our proposed method uses a lattice-based discriminative
training framework which is extended to construct complemen-
tary system models for system combination. Although there
are several training methods available [2], this paper focuses on
MaximumMutual Information (MMI) training [7]. Our method
proposes to generalize the MMI objective function in order to
consider the hypotheses of the base systems by minimizing the
mutual information to the hypotheses of the base systems, while
maximizing the mutual information to correct labels. The ad-
vantages of our proposed method are simple extension of con-
ventional lattice-based discriminative training and clear resem-
blance to a discriminative training method because it updates
parameters from a lattice for discriminative training. The up-
date formulae of model parameters can analytically provide an
interesting interpretation similar to boosting that weights train-
ing data considering whether the hypotheses of the base sys-
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tems are correct. In addition, because the formulation of our
proposed method includes the margin-based (boosted) MMI, it
can adjust the extent of deviation of complementary systems
outputs with respect to those of the base systems. This paper
describes conventional discriminative training and the proposed
system combination in Section 2 and 3, and shows experimental
demonstration of the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
Section 5.

2. MMI discriminative training
MMI training aims to maximize the following objective func-
tion (Eq. (1)) for correct labels in reference to hypotheses in a
lattice, which is generated by an initial model (e.g., ML model).

F(λ) = ln
Pλ(sr,xt)∑
s Pλ(s,xt)

= ln
pλ (xt|Hsr )

κ pL(sr)∑
s pλ (xt|Hs)

κ pL(s)
, (1)

where λ and xt are the acoustic model parameters to be op-
timized and the tth frame feature vector sequence. The sum-
mation over utterances is omitted for readability. The product
of an acoustic model likelihood pλ (with acoustic scale κ) and
a language model likelihood pL is denoted by Pλ(s,xt). The
acoustic likelihood is conditioned on Hsr or Hs, which is the
HMM sequence of a correct label sr or a hypothesis s, respec-
tively.

In the boosted MMI (bMMI)1 [20], the standard MMI ob-
jective function is modified to include a term that enhances
(boosts) the effect of hypotheses with low phoneme accuracy:

Fb(λ) = ln
Pλ(sr,xt)∑

s Pλ(s,xt)e(−bA(s,sr))
, (2)

where A(s, sr) is the frame-wise phoneme accuracy of s for a
reference sr . Update formulae for the mean μ and covariance
Σ of GMM (HMM state j and Gaussian indexm) are given as

μ′jm =

∑
t Δjm,txt +Djmμjm∑

t Δjm,t +Djm
,

Σ′jm =

∑
t Δjm,txtx

T
t +Djm(Σjm +Ujm)∑

t Δjm,t +Djm
−U′jm,

(3)

where Δjm,t is γnum
jm,t − γden

jm,t, and γnum
jm,t and γden

jm,t are the
posterior of numerator and denominator of Eq. (1) or (2). Ujm

and U′jm denote μjmμT
jm and μ′jmμ′ Tjm, respectively. These

update formulae are introduced by approximating the update
formulae for discrete HMM optimization [21]. The Gaussian-
specific learning-rate constants Djm lead to a positive definite
Σ′jm. The mixture weights of GMM are also optimized [20].
Algorithm 1 shows the MMI or bMMI algorithm, where ieb
is the number of iterations (e.g., four in [20]) of the extended
Baum-Welch.

3. Discriminative training for
complementary systems

In this paper, complementary systems are constructed using an
initial model (e.g., ML) and base system models (e.g., MMI or
bMMI). We propose a discriminative training method for com-
plementary systems by extending (boosted) MMI2. This method

1To avoid the confusion of the term ‘boost’ in ‘bMMI’ and ‘boost-
ing’, this paper basically uses ‘boost’ in the ‘boosting’ context.

2The MMI discriminative criterion is used in this paper, but this pro-
cedure is easily applied for other discriminative criteria.

Algorithm 1 Construct MMI or bMMI model
Input: ML modelmdl, numerator (sr aligned) lattice A , and
denominator lattice L of Eq. (1) or (2)
for i = 1 to ieb do
Rescore A and L withmdl
γnum
jm,t and γden

jm,t ⇐posteriors of A and L, respectively
γjm,t ⇐ −γden

jm,t + γnum
jm,t

γnum
jm,t , γ

den
jm,t ⇐positive and negative parts of γjm,t

mdl⇐ Update μ,Σ by Eq. (3).
end for

Output: MMI or bMMI model (mdl)

is relevant to the ‘boosting’ method for large-scale series data.
In order to consider the hypotheses of the base systems, the
MMI objective function in Eq. (1) is generalized to the follow-
ing proposed objective function, which minimizes the mutual
information to the hypotheses of the base systems, while maxi-
mizing the mutual information to correct labels.

Fc(λc) = ln

(
Pλc(sr,xt)∑
s Pλc(s,xt))

)1+α

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MI to the correct labels

−
Q∑

q=1

ln

(
Pλc(sq,1,xt)∑
s Pλc(s,xt))

) α
Q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MI to the 1-best (qth base system)

,

(4)

where λc is the acoustic parameter of a complementary system
to be optimized, sq,1 is a 1-best hypothesis of the qth base sys-
tem and α is a scaling factor for the complementary system. If
α equals zero, this objective function matches that of bMMI.
For simplicity, the number of base systems Q is taken as one
below, and index q is omitted. With the bMMI extension, two
boosting factors (b and b1) are introduced into Eq. (4) as

Fb
c (λc) = Fb(λc) + ln

[
Pλc(sr,xt)

Pλc(s1,xt)e(b1A(s1,sr))

]α

. (5)

Thus, we derived a new objective function for a complementary
system within a MMI discriminative training framework.

Now, we discuss the relationship between the proposed ob-
jective function and conventional bMMI objective function, in
detail. The role of the other factor b1 is shown as Eq. (6), which
is the same to Eq. (5), note that e−b1A(sr,sr) is not related to
the optimization because it is always a constant (e−b1 ).

Fb
c (λc) = Fb(λc) + ln

[
Pλc(sr,xt)e

(−b1A(sr,sr))

Pλc(s1,xt)e(−b1(1−A(s1,sr)))

]α

.

(6)
This equation shows that b1 enhances (boosts) the 1-best hy-
pothesis of a base system with a low error rate (1−A(s1, sr)).

In addition, this equation has a close relationship with the
original bMMI, which is clearly shown by

Fb
c (λc) = ln

Pλc(sr,xt)∑
s Pλc(sr,xt)e(−bA(s,sr)+δ)

. (7)

A margin shift δ is α(b1A(s1, sr) + lnPλc(s1,xt) −
lnPλc(sr,xt)), which decreases and updates parameters for
correct labels for the case that the base system is incorrect or
Pλc(s1,xt) is low. This margin shift changes the trends of hy-
potheses of the complementary systems from both initial and
base models.
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The update formulae for the mean and covariance of GMM
are restored to the original bMMI formulae (Eq. (3)) by simply
modifying the variables as

Δjm,t ← (1 + α)γnum
jm,t − (γden

jm,t + αγ1
jm,t),

γnum
jm,t ← γnum

jm,t ,

γden
jm,t ←

1 + α
γ1
jm,t

γden
jm,t

1 + α
γden
jm,t = wjm,tγ

den
jm,t,

Djm ← Djm

1 + α
.

(8)

Weightswjm,t depend on the relationship between the posterior
of the 1-best hypothesis of the base system γ1

jm,t and γden
jm,t as

wjm,t

⎧⎨
⎩

> 1 if γ1
jm,t > γden

jm,t,
= 1 if γ1

jm,t = γden
jm,t,

< 1 if γ1
jm,t < γden

jm,t.

(9)

When γ1
jm,t is large, wjm,t is large and Δ is small, in which

case the parameters are changed only slightly, and the generated
hypotheses are similar to those of the base model. Contrarily,
when γ1

jm,t is small, parameters are changed drastically, and the
generated hypotheses are different from those of base model.
Therefore, when γ1

jm,t is small, it is highly likely that the hy-
potheses of the base systems are incorrect and the statistics are
exaggerated. This shows that the weight wjm,t is interpreted as
that of frame-wise ‘boosting’ to construct complementary sys-
tems. Moreover, factors (b and b1) give smaller weight wjm,t

for the case that the base system gives a incorrect hypothesis
or the complementary system gives an correct hypothesis. This
is because posteriors γ1

jm,t and γden
jm,t are increasing functions

of the base system accuracy (eb1A(s1)) and the complementary
system error rate (e−bA(s)), respectively. This mechanism is
the same as that based on the exponential error in ‘boosting’
[17, 19].

Thus, the proposed method can be interpreted as a practi-
cal realization of ‘boosting’ for sequential and large-scale ASR
problems, in addition to a general extension of MMI discrimi-
native training. Algorithm 2 shows the proposed algorithm for
updating a complementary system model by using the extended
Baum-Welch algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Construct complementary system model
Input: ML model mdl, base system models mdlq , numerator
(sr aligned) lattice A, and denominator lattice L of Eq. (1)
or (2)
for i = 1 to ieb do
Rescore A and L withmdl
γnum
jm,t and γden

jm,t ⇐posteriors of A and L, respectively
γjm,t ⇐ −γden

jm,t + (1 + α)γnum
jm,t

for q = 1 to Q do
Rescore L withmdlq
L1 ⇐best path of L
Rescore L1 withmdl
γ1
jm,t ⇐ posterior of L1

γjm,t ⇐ − α
Q
γ1
jm,t + γjm,t

end for
γnum
jm,t , γ

den
jm,t ⇐positive and negative parts of γjm,t

mdl⇐ Update μ,Σ by Eq. (3) with Eq. (8).
end for

Output: Complementary system model (mdl)

4. Experimental setup
We evaluated the performance improvement provided by these
system combination techniques by using 2nd CHiME chal-
lenge Track 2, which is designed for evaluating the word error
rate (WER) of a medium vocabulary task (Wall Street Journal
(WSJ0)) under reverberated and non-stationary noisy environ-
ments [22]. The language model size was 5 k (basic). We used
the Kaldi toolkit [23]. The training data set (si tr s) contained
7138 utterances from 83 speakers (si84), the evaluation data set
(si et 05) contained 330 utterances from 12 speakers (Nov’92),
and the development set (si dt 05) contained 409 utterances
from 10 speakers. Acoustic models were trained using si tr s
and the acoustic scale κ was tuned using si dt 05. These data
simulate realistic environments. Noise is non-stationary, such
as other speakers’ utterances, household noise, or music and is
added to ‘isolated’ speech at SNR = {−6,−3, 0, 3, 6, 9}dB.
Although the database provides two-channel data, we used
noise-suppressed single-channel data by the prior-based binary
masking [24].

We describe the settings of acoustic feature and feature
transformation [25]. The baseline acoustic features were MFCC
and PLP (1-13 order MFCCs (PLPs) + Δ + ΔΔ). In addition
to this, feature transformation techniques (Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) [26], Maximum Likelihood Linear Transfor-
mation (MLLT) [27, 28], and Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT)
[29]) and speaker adaptation technique (feature space Maxi-
mum Likelihood Linear Regression (fMLLR) [30]) were used.

The procedure of training acoustic models and the setup of
feature transformations are described in [24, 25]. The number
of the context-dependent HMM states was 2500 and the total
number of Gaussians was 15000. Tree structures were different
between MFCC and PLP features, the latter of which considers
a random forest-like effect. Parameters α and b1 were 0.75 and
0.3, which were optimized by using development set.

5. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the WER of the development set using MFCC
and PLP features. The upper, upper middle, lower middle, and
lower sections correspond to conventional single systems (S1-
S4), ROVER among conventional multiple systems (R1-R4),
proposed systems (P1,P2), and ROVER including proposed sys-
tems (RP1-RP6), respectively. The WER using PLP is lower
than that using MFCC, but the combination of bMMI (MFCC
and PLP) improves the WER by 1.88% (S2→R2). This shows
the importance of combining different hypotheses as well as the
effectiveness of using different features. The performance of
the complementary system model (bMMIc) is lower than that
of ML (MFCC) or between the performances of ML and bMMI
(PLP), but the combination of bMMI and bMMIc improves the
performance of bMMI by 0.34% (MFCC and PLP, S2→RP1
/ S4→RP2). Moreover, the combination of ML, bMMI, and
bMMIc improves the WER of the combination of ML and
bMMI by 0.27% (R1→RP3). The addition of bMMIc to the
combination of ML and bMMI with MFCC and PLP improves
the WER by 0.34% and obtains the best WER (R4→RP6). This
shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Table 2 shows theWER usingMFCC and PLP features with
the feature transformation of LDA+MLLT+SAT+fMLLR. The
trends are almost the same to those above. In this case, because
the performance of ML is notably lower than that of bMMI, the
combination with the ML model is not effective for ROVER. In
this case, the performance of the combination of ML and bMMI
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Table 1: Average WER[%] for isolated speech (si dt 05) with
noise suppression by prior-based binary masking. (MFCC and
PLP) (upper: conventional Single systems (S), upper middle:
ROVER among conventional multiple systems (R), lower mid-
dle: single Proposed systems (P), and lower: ROVER including
Proposed system (RP))

ID MFCC PLP WERML bMMI bMMIc ML bMMI bMMIc
S1 � 46.88
S2 � 45.59
S3 � 48.23
S4 � 46.65
R1 � � 45.11
R2 � � 43.71
R3 � � � 43.56
R4 � � � � 43.39
P1 � 46.95
P2 � 47.53
RP1 � � 45.25
RP2 � � 46.31
RP3 � � � 44.84
RP4 � � � � 43.79
RP5 � � � � � 43.17
RP6 � � � � � � 43.05

Table 2: Average WER[%] for isolated speech (si dt 05).
(MFCC and PLP with LDA+MLLT+SAT+fMLLR)

ID MFCC PLP WERML bMMI bMMIc ML bMMI bMMIc
S1 � 38.15
S2 � 35.86
S3 � 38.10
S4 � 36.43
R1 � � 36.06
R2 � � 34.65
R3 � � � 34.95
R4 � � � � 34.97
P1 � 36.21
P2 � 36.72
RP1 � � 35.67
RP2 � � 36.21
RP3 � � � 35.56
RP4 � � � � 34.95
RP5 � � � � � 34.54
RP6 � � � � � � 34.55

(R1) is lower than that of the combination of bMMI and bMMIc
(RP1), even though the numbers of systems are the same (two)
for both cases. In addition to this, the proposed system im-
proves theWER by 0.11% (R2→RP5) because the performance
of bMMIc is moderate, which makes system combination effec-
tive. This is an advantage of the performance adjustability of the
proposed method.

Tables 3 and 4 show the WER of the evaluation set. The
proposed method is also effective for the evaluation set and
improves the WER by 0.34% (base feature) and 0.51% (trans-
formed feature) (R4→RP6). Tables 5 and 6 show the WER in
terms of SNR by comparing R1 with RP3 and R4 with RP6. For
almost all cases (except some cases of R1→RP3 in Table 5), the
proposed method improves the WER, especially for low SNR
cases (1% maximum). Thus, the performance improvements
are stable and robust in different environments.

Table 3: Average WER[%] for isolated speech (si et 05) with
noise suppression by prior-based binary masking. (MFCC and
PLP)

ID MFCC PLP WERML bMMI bMMIc ML bMMI bMMIc
S1 � 42.45
S2 � 40.74
S3 � 44.40
S4 � 42.10
R1 � � 40.03
R4 � � � � 38.64
P1 � 42.94
P2 � 43.69
RP1 � � 40.57
RP3 � � � 40.23
RP6 � � � � � � 38.30

Table 4: Average WER[%] for isolated speech (si et 05).
(MFCC and PLP with LDA+MLLT+SAT+fMLLR)

ID MFCC PLP WERML bMMI bMMIc ML bMMI bMMIc
S1 � 32.20
S2 � 29.46
S3 � 32.23
S4 � 29.98
R1 � � 29.26
R4 � � � � 28.00
P1 � 30.09
P2 � 30.46
RP1 � � 28.80
RP3 � � � 28.81
RP6 � � � � � � 27.49

Table 5: WER[%] in terms of SNR[dB] for isolated speech
(si et 05). (MFCC and PLP)

−6dB −3dB 0dB 3dB 6dB 9dB Avg.
R1 56.16 49.22 42.56 34.69 30.92 26.60 40.03
R4 55.76 47.86 40.78 33.44 28.97 25.01 38.64
RP3 55.82 48.96 42.59 35.16 31.46 27.37 40.23
RP6 54.75 47.36 40.31 33.16 28.92 25.29 38.30

Table 6: WER[%] in terms of SNR[dB] for isolated speech
(si et 05). (MFCC and PLP with LDA+MLLT+SAT+fMLLR)

−6dB −3dB 0dB 3dB 6dB 9dB Avg.
R1 47.08 38.11 30.99 23.69 19.09 16.59 29.26
R4 45.86 36.63 29.16 22.36 18.59 15.39 28.00
RP3 46.39 38.00 30.32 23.20 18.77 16.18 28.81
RP6 44.80 35.79 28.86 22.34 18.05 15.09 27.49

6. Conclusions
We proposed a method of discriminative training of acoustic
models for system combination. The proposed method can con-
struct complementary systems in the framework of discrimina-
tive training methods, and it is capable of improving the WER
on reverberated and highly noisy speech. In future work, the
proposed method will be combined with some other discrimi-
native techniques [8] (e.g., feature-space discriminative training
and discriminative language modeling).
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